**HEAVY GRASS/MOWINGBRUSHFORESTRY**

**STIHL SuperCut™ head:** Fully automatic, double nylon line in automatic feed at the proper cutting length.

**AutoCut™ head:** Double line for trimming and mowing. Line is fed automatically by TapAction™ Automatic Feed system.

**Circular saw blade:** for gnarled bushes and thin tree trunks.

**Brush knife:** for thinning and clearing areas of tough weeds and heavy grass.

**Metal blade:** for cutting large areas. Fitted with STIHL PolyCut™ head:

**STIHL FixCut™ head:** A universal cutting tool for applications.

**STIHL AutoCut® head:** Fully automatic, double nylon line is auto-

**STIHL DuroCut head:** Ideal trimmer head if you prefer manual loading. Insert nylon line, even when operating in severe conditions.

**STIHL FixCut™ head:** Ideal trimmer head if you prefer manual loading. Insert nylon line, even when operating in severe conditions.

**STIHL FixCut™ head:** Ideal trimmer head if you prefer manual loading. Insert nylon line, even when operating in severe conditions.

**STIHL TrimCut™ head:** A universal cutting tool for most applications.

**STIHL TrimCut™ head:** A universal cutting tool for most applications.

**STIHL FixCut™ head:** Ideal trimmer head if you prefer manual loading. Insert nylon line, even when operating in severe conditions.

**STIHL Circular saw blade, scratcher head:** Steep, spaced teeth make and thin tree trunks.

**STIHL Circular saw blade, chisel head:** Steep, spaced teeth make and thin tree trunks.

**STIHL Cutting Head Part Numbers**

**Stihlusa.com**

**Discontinued in 2014**
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